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Résumé

Le ministre de l’Immigration, de l’Intégration et de l’Identité nationale, M. Eric Besson, a lancé le

grand débat sur l’identité nationale le 2 novembre 2009, débat qui devait durer trois mois. Le but

en était d’unir la population française entière dans une discussion ouverte sur la définition de ce

que c’est d’être Français. Les résultats de cette réflexion ont présenté l’occasion de se pencher sur

ce que les Français estiment être le lien entre la langue (française) et l’identité et de voir si, pour le

grand public, la langue tient toujours une place importante.

Dans un premier temps, cet article passera en revue les liens historiques entre la langue et l’identité

françaises. En deuxième lieu, l’auteur examinera de près la synthèse des résultats électroniques

(commentaires libres plus questionnaire) entreprise par TNS-SOFRES. Ce sera suivi d’une

discussion portant sur  les commentaires libres du 1er et 2 décembre 2009.
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1. Introduction

Eric Besson, the French minister for immigration and national identity, launched

the Great Debate on National Identity on 2nd November 2009 in fulfilment of the

commitment made during Nicolas Sarkozy’s presidential election campaign and

re-iterated in his lettre de mission of 31st March 2009. The debate was to take

place over a period of three months and had as its objective to bring together the

French population as a whole in reflection on what it means to be French

(Objectifs, 2009).

The debate immediately became a focus for protest and media attention, ‘much of

it over whether the question should be asked in the first place’ (Davies, 2009).

Some feared that the debate would support nationalist propaganda and hatred of

immigrants whilst others simply saw it as a publicity stunt to boost flagging

support for Nicolas Sarkozy. The president himself spoke out strongly in favour

of the debate, not least whilst he was out on a visit purporting to be focusing on

the themes of support for agriculture and the future of rural areas. He underlined

the importance of discussing national identity, seeing such a debate as a necessity.

He affirmed that a desire to abandon Nations for fear of nationalism had led to a

renewed identity crisis and, further, expressed the view that a  reluctance to

examine such topics had led to uncertainty as to what being French actually meant

(lexpress.fr, 2009).

Whatever the initial reaction, participation in the debate exceeded all expectations.

Already on the first day, the website launched to act as an online forum had

received more than 7,000 comments (Deniau, 2009). By the end of the three

months, Eric Besson was able to report that 56,000 people had made a

contribution on-line. In addition, he noted that 350 live local consultative

meetings has taken place each lasting an average of two and a half hours and

attracting an average of 100 participants (Besson, 2010b: 03).
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The aim of the following discussion is to examine the role language is seen to

play in French identity, in the first instance briefly providing a contextual

overview of this theme and references to it in relation to the Great Debate. This

will be followed by discussion of the findings from the electronic interventions as

written up by the international marketing and opinion studies institute TNS

SOFRES as well as a personal in-depth analysis of the comments posted on the

website on 1st and 2nd December 2009.

2. Context

In justifying the State’s role in conducting the debate on national identity, Eric

Besson explained that this is not a new phenomenon; the debate is ongoing and of

long standing and the State has always played a central role in it, not least because

the State preceded and built the Nation and, moreover, in France, the State has

always created the Nation (Besson 2010b: 01-02). Besson clearly links the French

language and national identity, noting that it is the State, which dictated the use of

French language in the Ordinances of Villers-Cotterêts in 1539 (Besson, 2010b:

01).

It has long been accepted that language and identity are inextricably linked. For

Claude Hagège, it is language above all which defines us as a collectivity (2010).

Indeed language has been seen to have a part in forging identity with, for

example, codification in the form of dictionaries and grammars in Europe in the

Middle Ages representing an attempt to unify peoples divided into warring

regional and feudal factions (Charaudeau, 2001: 342).

In 1792, Abbé Grégoire carried out a linguistic survey the aim of which was to

determine how many people spoke French, and would be able to understand the

laws of the new regime (Judge, 2008: 8)

Conclusions from this resulted in French being imposed on all French citizens.

The government of the Revolutionary Convention considered ‘the universalisation
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of the use of French as a crucial factor in creating (a secular) national unity.’

(Pooley, 2005: 59) Thus it can be seen that it was by introducing linguistic unity

that the Revolution founded the nation-state (Barbe, 2009).

Clearly the increased mobility of the modern world cannot but impact on

perceptions of national identity. Indeed, this forms another aspect of the reason for

holding the Great Debate as it is considered that the concept of Nation is in

constant flux (Besson, 2010b: 2). Jacques Attali, who lists language as the second

of six elements fundamental to the characterisation of a people’s identity, states

unequivocally, that all the elements need to be reconsidered, pointing to the

increasing presence of other languages on French territory. This comment is

reiterated by Claude Hagège, who suggests that a tendency to forget the role the

French language plays in defining identity goes hand in hand with the French

State’s lack of response in relation to the spread of another language with another

identity, namely English (2010).

Nevertheless, Attali clearly underlines that French is the unique factor in defining

French identity (2009) a point which is further made by Barbe (2009) who

indicates that the ability to speak French is clearly the answer to the question as to

what enables you to be considered French.

This paper seeks to explore whether the interventions of the general public, as

represented in the Great Debate, concord with this view of the place the French

language has in defining French identity

3. Analysis of Contributions Based on TNS SOFRES Findings

On 4th January 2010, TNS SOFRES presented their findings based on a study of

the electronic contributions made in response to the question What does it mean to
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be French? Two methodologies were employed in their research. The first took

the form of a lexical analysis of 26,000 interventions posted on the great debate

website by the beginning of December 2009 whilst the second comprised a

qualitative examination of 500 of the contributions picked at random. In a further

presentation, in February 2010, TNS SOFRES focused on responses to an on-line

questionnaire posted on the www.debatidentitenationale.fr website on 17th

December 2009 and to the same questionnaire administered by internet to a

representative sample of the French population between 20th and 26th January

2010.

According to TNS SOFRES the lexical analysis enabled an appreciation of the

angles of vision from which the debate on national identity was undertaken (TNS

SOFRES, 2010a: 02).

The term language is cited as appearing one of the highest number of times,

namely as part of 5,000 to 7,000 contributions, alongside rights, history, liberty,

culture, equality, living (vivre), and debate. Whilst the importance of language to

identity is thus instantly underlined, the fact that the word appears as the last in

the list (on the bottom right of the section concerned) could imply that it is of

lesser significance than the other items, particularly rights, history, liberty, which

are specifically highlighted. However, one must assume that the notion of

language would also be pre-supposed in the use of the term culture (TNS

SOFRES 2010a: 4) Indeed, in answer to the question posed on the TNS SOFRES

questionnaire concerning what makes respondents feel there is a national French

identity, 30% - the highest percentage accorded for this section - cited culture and

this is defined as: culture, language, traditions. (TNS SOFRES 2010b: 2)

The TNS SOFRES questionnaire further reveals that in response to the question as

to what they highlight in defining themselves, 19% of participants indicated

language as opposed to, for example, convictions, values (49%), nationality

(30%), family origins (27%) or geographic origin (21%). Here language appears
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in eighth position of 14 possible choices. (TNS SOFRES 2010b: 7). This appears

to echo the conclusion to the TNS SOFRES analysis of the electronic

contributions, which draws together the list of elements considered to be

necessary to being French with the requirement of using the same language

appearing in fourth place out of eight, following:

�• Adhérer, être attaché aux valeurs républicaines [To adhere to, be

attached to republican values],

�• Être attaché au principe de laïcité [To be attached to the principal

of secularity],

�• Être attaché aux symboles de la République [To be attached to the

symbols of the Republic] (TNS SOFRES 2010a: 31-33)

According to TNS SOFRES language is perceived as fundamental to national

cohesion, in that it allows French citizens to understand each other, to exchange

ideas and to form a single unity (2010a: 32).

Similarly, when respondents to the questionnaire were asked to consider what

being French meant to them, the notion of a common language appeared in second

position (after ‘Un ensemble de droits et de devoirs’[A range of rights and duties])

with 91% feeling that this to a great extent or completely represents French

identity (TNS SOFRES, 2010b: 11). Furthermore, the French language was

considered either quite or very important for 96% as an element representing

France (TNS SOFRES 2010b: 18).

TNS SOFRES further drew conclusions as to the nature of the definition of what

it is to be French, as put forward in the interventions, dividing them into the areas

of respect (expressed in 19% of the overall discourse), sharing (16%) and

heritage (9%). It is explained that respect means respect of norms or rules (2010a:
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5). Later in the presentation the definition is further extended to include culture

and it is, once again, in this top category that language appears. The discourse

relating to respect is said by TNS SOFRES to take the form of injunctions. Thus

linguistic competence is an imperative, or indeed, the lack of it is a barrier, to

being considered French although the way in which the results are presented by

TNS SOFRES would suggest that this does not carry the highest weighting as the

need to read, write, speak the same language is placed third out of six elements,

coming after:

�• Le devoir de s’impliquer dans la vie de la société (efforts, impôts)

[The duty to take an active part in the life of the society (effort,

taxes)]

�• Le devoir d’intégration, voire d’assimilation par rapport à des

coutumes, des règles de vie en société (laïcité, alimentation, etc.)

[The duty to become integrated, even assimilated in relation to

customs, rules relating to life in the society (secularity, food, etc)]

(2010: 15)

Language is not mentioned in relation to the notions of sharing and heritage.

In an extension of the discussion on the electronic interventions, TNS SOFRES

reports that a qualitative analysis of the contributions allowed for different

approaches to be highlighted, with the definitions of identity proposed by the 500

interventions reviewed being considered in terms of the extent to which they

represented a more closed/inward-looking or open attitude to others. (TNS

SOFRES, 2010a: 25) Four principal types of approach are defined in respect of

the axis from most closed to most open, with the notion of culture being included

in type 2 defined as: ‘assimilation or difficulty in accepting differences’ and lying

towards the closed end of the axis. National identity is said to imply the acquiring

of both French culture and social codes. This element does not appear in first, but

in third place, behind the notion of ‘exemplary behaviour as a citizen’ and
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‘constant demonstration of respect for the values which underpin this identity’.

TNS SOFRES states that this approach favours assimilation rather than

integration and is often apparent in comments which are directed at French people

of North African origin (TNS SOFRES, 2010a: 27). Language is not overtly

mentioned but it is to be assumed that it is considered an integral part of culture

(see earlier discussion). Thus TNS SOFRES suggests that mention of the

necessity to speak a language in order to be considered French represents a more

closed approach to the definition of identity, a definition which tends more to

exclusion than inclusion.

Overall, according to the TNS SOFRES analysis of electronic contributions to the

Great Debate, language is considered to play an important part in defining

identity. Furthermore, TNS SOFRES indicates that this belief in the need for

linguistic competence, forms a more closed, exclusionist view of identity.

4. Analysis of Contributions Posted on 1st and 2nd December 2009

In addition to considering the conclusions from the TNS SOFRES research, a

more in-depth analysis was carried out of the comments posted on 1st and 2nd

December 2009 in answer to the question What does it mean to be French?, being

the last two days in which contributions were uploaded simply in chronological

order. This constitutes 182 reactions of varying length totalling around 17,000

words. This is considered to be a sufficient sample to warrant some numerical

commentary. However, results are clearly not generalisable to all those taking part

electronically in the debate and more detailed discussion will inevitably be more

qualitative than quantitative in nature. (These contributions will be referred to as

Debate 2009 in the present article. Short extracts from the original interventions

be presented in English with longer quotations being provided in the original

French as well as English).
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The interventions uploaded in December (Debate, 2009) were examined in order

to ascertain how many considered language to be an integral part of identity. It

was decided to include in this analysis the numbers relating to mention of culture

in general and, also, to the necessity to abide by the French constitution, given

that the latter is absolutely clear as to the requirement to employ French. As can

be seen from Figure 1 (see Appendix 1) just over a fifth of respondents stated that

language was a feature of national identity with this proportion increasing to a

little above a third if it is accepted that the notions of culture and reference to the

Constitution also imply a need to be able to use French.

Reference to language is made in various ways, most frequently, by 14

respondents, in terms simply of ‘language’ and ‘the French language’ and

indicating the need to ‘speak’ or ‘have knowledge of’ French, or, more

specifically, ‘express yourself and write in French’. Finally a remark is made

relating to ‘being French speaking’, implying that mother-tongue French is

required. This suggests that immigrants would be excluded from having French

identity.

A further six interventions emphasise the need to ‘know a minimum’ and to speak

or speak and write ‘correctly’ or insist that ‘it is not enough to speak broken

French’ with one underlining a need to ‘master the French language’. This point is

re-iterated by another contributor in more detail:

Maîtriser l'usage du français:

�• cela peut paraître évident, mais être français (sic) c'est d'abord être

capable de s'exprimer en français. Cette évidence n'est pas si simple à

établir

[Mastery of the French language:

�• this could seem obvious, but being French is, in the first place, being

able to express yourself in French. This obvious fact is not so simple to

establish]
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Again it could be assumed that these remarks are intended for newcomers to

French soil, especially given the emotive use of ‘our beautiful language’ by one of

these comments setting up a clear ‘us’ and ‘them’ division. However, for one

contributor, who makes similar reference to an appropriate level of linguistic

expertise, the comments are clearly not only directed at immigrants:

Etre français (sic), c’est aussi une langue, parlé (sic) et écrite, mise à mal [...] par

la mauvaise connaissance de cette dernière par ceux qui la pratique (sic) au

quotidien

[Being French is also about language, spoken, written and subverted [...] by the

lack of knowledge on the part of those who practise it on a daily basis]

Another comment, in relation to improved competence in French suggests:

Rétablir le service militaire; [...] ça permettrait peut-être de leur apprendre [...] à

lire, écrire, parler français

[Reintroduce military service: [...] that would allow them to be taught [...] to

read and write properly]

Here the implication is that French mother-tongue young people lack the

appropriate level of French required.

Six remarks do not focus on fluency in relation to French (although this would

appear to be pre-supposed) but rather on the importance of a shared, common

language, linking this to the language of ‘great men’ and language as part of your

roots ‘attaching you [...] to local idioms, to the lilt of country people’. For another

contributor the emotive response to language is of relevance as you need to ‘feel

at one with the language’. Once more these comments imply a more long-standing

interaction with (and in) French and appear to exclude those recently arrived in

France. Similarly in relation to the three further suggestions that there is a need to

‘respect our language’ and :
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Les français (sic) sont rassemblés [...] derrière une langue qui est la langue

français (sic) qui doit être respecté (sic) par l’ensemble des français (sic)

[French people are united behind [...] a language, which is the French language,

which must be respected by all French people]

 ‘Others’ should not attempt to impose ‘their’ languages on France:

Etre français (sic) ce n’est pas:

[...] imposer un langage autre que le français u (sic) langues régionales

historiques

[Being French is not about:

[...] imposing a language other than French and historic regional languages]

While the question of language and immigration is touched on obliquely in a few

cases cited above, clearer reference is made in six instances. One makes the point

that:

Evidemment le débat sur l’identité est aussi lié à l’immigration car l’identité

française est aussi transgressée par les étrangers [...] Notamment lorsqu’ils [...]

ne connaissent pas notre langue après tant d’années à vivre en France

[Clearly the debate on identity is linked to immigration as French identity is also

defied by foreigners [...] Specifically when they [...] do not know our language

after living in France so many years]

Another suggests a test of linguistic competence should be a requirement for

gaining French nationality:

L’unité d’un pays c’est en tout premier lieu la langue: chaque candidat à la

naturalisation doit passer un examen de français
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[A country’s unity is, in the first place, its language: all applicants for

naturalisation should have to pass a French examination]

and this is reiterated in a third comment which refers to the notion of ‘the first

stage’ being able to speak French. However, three further remarks are less

prescriptive. For two it is sufficient to ‘speak French (or to be currently learning

it)’ or even ‘to want to learn our language’ whilst for the other, pro-active

integration into French society is what is needed:

Un “étranger” qui vivrait depuis seulement quelques années en France, qui a fait

l’effort d’apprendre la langue [...] a autant le droit [...] sinon même parfois plus,

de se sentir français (sic) qu’un autre “pur (sic) souche”

[A “foreigner” who has only lived a few years in France, who has made an effort

to speak the language [...] has as much right [...] if not sometimes more right to

feel French as another, who is French “born and bred”]

Finally, one intervention focuses on representing French in both the national and

international arena, seeing it as important ‘to contribute to the dissemination of

France’.

Closer examination by the author of the responses made on-line in December

(Debate, 2009) reveals that they are more nuanced than suggested by the two

types of TNS SOFRES analysis reviewed above (see Figure 3, Appendix 1). It is

true that three comments include reference to a shared, internalised heritage or

history alongside the need to know French. These contributors are therefore even

more clearly defining national identity in terms of exclusion, according to the

TNS SOFRES definition:

« Etre Français » = partager un même patrimoine, un même heritage

Le partage d’un passé commun : passé historique, religieux, culturel

Un héritage commun qui doit être respecté et alimenté tous les jours
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Des perceptions souvent excluantes

[Being French = sharing the same patrimony, the same heritage.  The sharing of

a common past: historical, religious, cultural. A common heritage which should

be respected and developed every day. Perceptions which are often

exclusionist] (TNS SOFRES, 2010a: 20)

However, mention of language is not only couched in terms of imperatives. In

around a third of the comments which make reference to language (13 out of the

38), the full contribution hinges on the aspects highlighted previously as forming

part of respect. (One of these does make reference to values which would appear

to link them to sharing (see below), but the notion of values is clearly linked to

that of respect, thus placing them firmly in respect category.)

In a further 19 instances, whilst the discussion focuses on elements of respect,

reference is also made to items relating to sharing, namely:

Adhérer et partager des grands principes, des valeurs, ancrés dans la

société française:

�• La devise, « Liberté, égalité, fraternité »

�• Les Droits de l’Homme

�• La laïcité

�• Exprimer une volonté de vivre ensemble

Des discours qui célèbrent un idéal de communion nationale et

révèlent une certaine ouverture aux autres

[Adhere to and share the major principles, values, fixed in French society:

�• The national motto, “Liberty, equality, fraternity”

�• The Rights of Man

�• Secularity
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�• An expressed desire to live together

A discourse which celebrates the ideal of national unity and

reveals a certain openness towards others] (TNS SOFRES, 2010a:

18)

In particular the notion of the desire to live together is expressed by 11 people

with national identity being considered in such terms as ‘feeling that you belong

to a great group’, ‘sharing the idea that you live together and work for the

Common Good’, or ‘for social harmony’, and ‘celebrate [...] diversity, the people

that make up the country’. In other terms, being French is:

C’est se retrouver autour de quelques éléments fédérateurs forts, afin de mieux

comprendre, respecter, accepter et accueillir les différences d’une population

cosmopolite...

[Coming together on the basis of several strong federative elements, in order to

better understand, accept and welcome the differences of a cosmopolitan

population]

Of these 11 contributions, 4 also mention values and national motto.

The importance of the national motto is also underlined in another 10 cases. Five

of these make clear use of the verbs to share and to adhere to, for example:

‘Adhere to the values defined in our constitution’ and share the fundamental

philosophies of the French Republic: love of freedom, secularity and equality’. A

further three suggest pro-active engagement with the principles, making use of the

verbs defend and work for. For the remaining two respondents it is a question of

not forgetting and accepting and respecting. Most of the comments which include

reference to the national motto also mention either secularity or The Rights of

Man (7 out of the 10) listing them alongside liberty, equality, fraternity. Thus

these contributors are indeed demonstrating a certain openness to others as

described by the TNS SOFRES definition of sharing above. Finally, there are

three interventions which make reference to a common history (thus are more
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exclusive) but also highlight the necessity for shared values. Overall it would

appear that, in this snapshot of electronic interventions, those who feel the role of

language is important do not necessarily set language up as a barrier to acquiring

French identity, as is suggested by the TNS SOFRES analysis of the data.

5. Conclusion

Following the Great Debate, a list of measures to be considered in order to

reinforce French national identity was drawn up. This includes proposition 13,

which relates to the ‘contract or welcome and integration of new migrants’, being

the third of the propositions concerning foreigners or so-called new French

people. Within the text it is proposed:

d'augmenter le niveau de connaissance de la langue française pour l'amener

progressivement vers un niveau plus conforme aux standards européens (niveau

A.1, voire A.2)

[To increase the level of knowledge of French in order to bring it progressively

to a level which conforms more closely with European standards (level A1, even

A2)] (Propositions, 2010: 6)

Those who prove unable to reach this level despite attending lessons ‘will be

offered complementary, obligatory and free language sessions’ (Propositions,

2010: 6). This does transform the notion of speaking French in order to be

considered French into an exclusive rather than inclusive element of identity; a

barrier to immigration albeit it set at a relatively low level. This clearly relates

back to the final section of the presentation of the TNS SOFRES questionnaire,

which focuses on the measures which could be put on place.

The notion of ‘increasing the level of knowledge of the French language and the

requisite values of the Republic’ was felt to be quite or very useful by 90% of
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respondents in relation to seeking French nationality, rating this most highly as

compared to other possibilities. 84% were in favour of a similar increase in

required linguistic knowledge for residency on French territory (fourth in the list)

(TNS SOFRES, 2010b: 22). Thus, overall, language is deemed of paramount

importance in terms of acceptance of foreigners. Nevertheless, this should not be

seen to negate the less prescriptive appreciation of language and what it is to be

French explored in this paper as these figures were obtained in relation to a series

of choices offered rather than in response to an open question. The more in-depth,

snapshot review of a sample of interventions in December 2009 revealed a

tendency to couple the notion of language with an open attitude to the definition

of identity.

In his summing up of the TNS SOFRES findings, Eric Besson states that the

contributions which include a definition of national identity make up 50% of the

total number of contributions received and points to the statistics (based on the

TNS SOFRES questionnaire) according to which 91% believe that being French

is defined by having a shared language and 84% mention a shared history and

culture. Besson also affirms that, in defining national identity, there are just about

the same number of contributions which underline a common heritage as those

which insist on the principles and values (Besson 2010a: 04).

Thus, in describing the TNS SOFRES findings, Besson places emphasis on the

importance of language. Similarly the Prime Minister, François Fillon, chooses to

underline the language element of the findings, by recalling his words at the start

of the process:

Je l’avais dit lors de mon discours au colloque organisé par Eric Besson, parmi

les éléments qui fondent notre fierté d’être français (sic) il y a la langue

française
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[I had said in my speech at the colloquium organised by Eric Besson, that the

French language is amongst the elements which are fundamental to our pride in

being French] (Fillon, 2010: 02)

Overall it can be seen that for the participants in the Great Debate, the French

language and identity are still inextricably linked.
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Appendix 1

Figure 1

Language and National Identity

Figure 2

Contributions According to TNS SOFRES Nomenclature


